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Hawthorne PAC Committee Meeting 

Date: February 23, 2017 

Time: 1:47 pm 

 

Attendance: Leanne Pryce, Amy Lockhart, Kyla  Pittman, Sonia Brookes, Karen Kolinsky, Joan Sparks, 

Jasmeen Dick, Dainy Aulik, Matt Carruthers, Patricia Wilson. 

The meeting was called to order at 1:47 pm by Leanne Pryce. 

1.COMMITTE REPORTS 

Hot Lunch J.Ranu and C. Lawton 

There was a bit of confusion with February’s hot lunch orders. Numerous children did not receive their 

hot lunch. This was attributed due to a mix up with online ordering. Some parents did not receive the 

second email sent out to sign-up for the next round of orders. Hot lunch coordinators are considering 

doing a whole year of ordering and splitting payments to make it easy for all parents. All children were 

accommodated for in the end. A trip to the grocery store by Amy Lockhart was much appreciated tfor 

purchasing the extra food. All volunteers and coordinators managed really well in solving the shortage. 

Presented by Kyla Pittman 

Fruit & Veggie Program- J. Ranu and J. Dick 

All is going well.  Gala apples were delivered in February. 

Presented by Jasmeen Dick 

Walk to School- S. Brookes 

All is going well. Last month Pink Shirt day and Walk to School day was combined together. Sonia 

Brookes has had volunteer Jennifer Graham commit to this whole school year to do the back field 

entrance on walk to school days. 

Presented by Sonia Brookes 
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Yearbook- J.Ranu & D. Aulik 

All is on track as of now. Ms.Schofield has volunteered her time for taking photographs. She will 

continue to gather more after spring break.  

Presented by Dainy Aulik 

Safe Arrivals- K. Pittman 

A new answering machine has been made available to the Safe Arrivals program. Most shifts have been 

covered. There is a backup list now in case someone is unable to do their shift. 

Presented by Kyla Pittman 

Lice Patrol- K. Kolinsky 

Recheck was done very efficiently in just one day. There was not as many cases reported. There was also 

a lot of repeated cases. 

Presented by Karen Kolinsky 

3. FUNDRAISING/EVENTS and PRESENTATION REPORTS 

SPRING FAIR- Kyla Pittman 

All is progressing well at this point for the Spring Fair. A “committee head” has been assigned for all the 

events.  

The Spring Fair will host a Market Place. This had been opened to Hawthorne families first. So far 10 

families have signed up for a table. In case of rainy weather, the hallways will get lined up with the 

marketplace tables. 

There are a lot of decorations and signs leftover from last spring fair which will get utilised this year. 

Cotton Candy Kids and Photo Booth have been confirmed for the event. 

Presented by Kyla Pittman 

MOVIE NIGHTS- Helen Frost 

Movie nights have been successful for Hawthorne. It will continue to be hosted. There has been lots of 

positive feedback from families. 

Presented by Leanne Pryce 
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MAKERSPACE- Leanne Pryce  

MakerSpace is creating, designing and bringing together children in the library. This is a new way to 

portray how library space is been used and the possibilities are endless. Mrs. Ratzlaff has made some 

upgrades. She is in need of some storage solutions. The use of trofast bins with wheels attached would 

provide as a solution. A total of 12 bins on casters have been priced out.  

A total of 8 wiggle seats are also being provided for the library. 

A vertical Lego wall is also a possibility. A Lego drive would be an option in the future to collect more 

Lego for MakerSpace. Lego baseplates is also required for the wall. 

Motion to approve the expenses for 2 Trofast units,12 bins and 8 casters and 8 wiggle seats at a cost of 

$1100.00. Moved by Leanne Pryce.  Seconded by Amy Lockhart. 

4. TREASURER’S REPORT 

There are no changes 

5. PRINCIPAL’S REPORT 

Matt Carruthers spoke about the DPAC meeting. This was all about the budget. The Supreme Court has 

ruled in favour of BCTF. This would mean smaller class sizes.  As a result Hawthorne would be looking at 

needing more classroom space which could result in more split classes. There is funding of $50.00 per 

student which can be used once only to pay for resources. Delta is waiting to hear the news.  

Talent Show will be held on March 9, 2017 at 1:30 pm. Ms.Verperts has volunteered to help out as there 

has been a tremendous response from the grade 2s. 

Report cards from Kindergarten to Grade 4 were sent out in the new format. This gives a more 

personalised and authentic feedback to parent. The second term report cards will be more bullet form. 

Delta had sent out a link to parents asking for their feedback on the new format.  Parents have not 

responded either way with their thoughts to the format. 

Hawthorne has a school plan. For the year 2013-2016 the goal was to increase achievement for those 

students who are “at-risk” in mathematics and to improve student perceptions of school by promoting 

Social Emotional Learning.  Overall,to promote a growth mindset. 

The District has similar goals. They would like students to behave in a socially responsible manner 

demonstrating respect for themselves, others and their environment. They would also like to raise 

individual achievement for reading and mathematics. 
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There will be a new set of goals presented at the next meeting. This would be for the years 2017 to 

2020. 

Presented by Matt Carruthers and Patricia Wilson 

 

 

 

Meeting adjourned at 2:40 pm. Minutes submitted by Jasmeen Dick. 

 

 

 

 

 


